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HIGH STYLE
Malcolm Davis Architecture honors the  
past, while elevating this historic  
loft into a livable, modern space.
P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  J O E  F L E T C H E R 

O
riginally built in 1915, San Francisco’s Heublein Tower began as 
a warehouse for a wine distributor. In 1990, it was converted to 
condos by David Baker Architects—the city’s first warehouse-
to-loft conversion—and defines the now iconic look of SoMa, 
its “South of Market” neighborhood. The lofts are known for 

their grids of concrete columns, original industrial windows, and expansive 
ceilings. “The building is a reflection of San Francisco’s industrial past,” archi-
tect Malcolm Davis says. “There used to be direct train access into the building 
through what is now the main entrance to the residential loft building.”

The Malcolm Davis Architecture team was brought on by the loft’s second-
ever owners, who wanted to lift it out of its clunky 1990s state and create a 
bright and airy, minimalist oasis in the heart of the city. “The industrial building 


Location is Everything
The kitchen was reno-
vated and expanded to 
feel more integrated 
with the living area. New 
oak floors, extensive oak 
casework in the entryway 
and bathrooms, modern 
tile, and brass fixtures 
resulted in an under-
stated “warm indus-
trial” aesthetic that plays 
harmoniously with the 
existing building, satisfy-
ing the clients’ desire for 
a bit of respite in the busy 
SoMa neighborhood.


Separate but Together
“We wanted the design to accentuate the strengths of this space,” 
says the architect. “We used glass whenever it was appropriate to 
help spread natural light and create a feeling of openness, while still 
maintaining the separation between private and public spaces that 
lofts so often lack.”


Clever Construction
“A custom headboard in the mezzanine 
bedroom above acts as a light shaft, pulling 
natural light into the office from a nearby 
skylight,” Malcolm explains. “Additionally, 
custom steel and fluted glass barn doors 
provide privacy to both the office and the 
adjacent den, while also allowing shared 
light from the large fenestration at the 
main living space to filter through.”

had great bones, tons of nat-
ural light from a southwest 
facing window, and wonder-
fully tall ceilings, but the out-
dated finishes and a series of 
casework installations left the 
unit segmented, disjointed, 
and in need of simplification,” 
Malcolm explains.

The goal for MDa was to 
help the clients maximize 
their square footage and 
capitalize on the existing 
strengths of the building, 
Malcolm says. “The tall 
vaulted concrete ceilings and 
distinctive fluted concrete 
columns paved the way for a 
language of exposed hard-
ware, sharp lines, and crisp 
details. These bold industrial 
traits, combined with MDa’s 
signature play of natural light 

and modern warmth, created the 
beautiful and livable home of the 
clients’ dreams.”

The clients couldn’t be happier. 
“We were amazed at how well every-
thing came together,” they report. 
“We were so happy to have a place 
that was designed so intentionally  
for our needs and that’s been able  
to grow with us, plus our thriv-
ing houseplant collection, a newly 
discovered passion for ceramics, the 
addition of two cats—not to mention, 
a global pandemic.”

Architect: Malcolm Davis 
Project Manager: Elsa Brown 
General Contractor:  
Vonnegut Thoreau Construction
Structural Engineer:  
Double-D Engineering
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